The Best Training We Hope You’ll Never Need to Use
Today's world is dangerously unpredictable. Smart leaders are now preparing their organizations for
unexpected threats from guns, knives and vehicles. That's why WILL Interactive and Crisis Consultant Group
have joined forces to create Active Threat Response: What Everyone Should Know.

Your Benefits
Engaging

Active Threat Response presents research-based subject
matter in an interactive movie format. It applies adult learning
theory and science of learning principles, to simultaneously
engage both the cognitive and affective learning domains.
This leads to "sticky" learning that users can immediately
recall when they need it.

Empowering

This training does not scare or shock, but instead provides
practical instruction regarding best practices when faced with
any active threat event.

Experiential

This program is a user-centered and user-controlled
experience. It allows individuals to learn about, and practice
for, active threat situations in the safety of cyberspace.

Effective

This training was created using an evidence-based,
interactive behavior modification process. This methodology
has been shown in multiple independent studies to make a
positive impact on what people do in real life. It is
consistent with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Training Requirements.

To order, please visit activethreatresponse.com

Course Content

Active Threat Response utilizes a simplified, efficient
response decision tree to teach real lessons learned
from tragedy. It provides users with before, during,
and after skills and techniques – including:
Look, Listen, Tell Early Warning ID
Run, Hide, Fight DHS Best Practices
Breathe, Think, Act Survival Mindset
Stop the BleedTM to DoD Standard

A Scalable Solution

Sometimes standup training just isn’t practical. Active
Threat Response is delivered online to each member
of your workforce – on a timeline that you choose.
Manageable chapters provide maximum
flexibility.
Fully functional within your organization’s LMS.
WILL’s LMS portal is available if you don’t have
one.

Training From an Award Winning Team

WILL Interactive harnesses the power of stories to
deliver immediate cognitive results and long-term
behavior change for organizations that are serious
about positive transformation. You become the lead
character in an interactive movie and make choices
that change the story. WILL creates experiential
learning that delivers proven content retention and
behavior change.

Crisis Consultant Group was founded in 2004 on a
bedrock of Military, Law Enforcement, and Mental
Health Rehabilitation and Supervision experience.
CCG’s proven crisis response and de-escalation
techniques are currently used in 37 states across the
USA and internationally, and in a myriad of
workplace environments. Their client list includes
some of the best-known names in business.

willinteractive.com

crisisconsultantgroup.com

Gold Award of Excellence

Best Training and E-Learning

To order, please visit activethreatresponse.com

Best in Category

